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What are the right questions to ask when seeking out the spirit of a nation? In November, 2017,
the people of Zimbabwe took to the streets in an unprecedented alliance with the military. Their
goal, to restore the legacy of Chimurenga, the liberation struggle, and wrest their country back
from more than 30 years of Robert Mugabe's rule. In an essay that combines bold reportage,
memoir, and critical analysis, Zimbabwean novelist and journalist Panashe Chigumadzi reflects
on the "coup that was not a coup," the telling of history and manipulation of time and the
ancestral spirts of two women—her own grandmother and Mbuya Nehanda, the grandmother of
the nation.

"An extraordinary and thrilling history of Zimbabwe, culminating in the overthrow of Robert
Mugabe." —Guardian"Chigumadzi successfully nests the intimate charge of her poignant
personal story in the sweeping historical account and mythology of Zimbabwe." —Brian
Chikwava, author, Harare North"Chigumadzi's exploration of personal, family and national
history reincarnates in stark, vivid images, many of those interred in the shadows of her
country's 'Big Men'." —Tsisti Dangarembga, author, Nervous Conditions --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorPanashe Chigumadzi was born in Zimbabwe
and grew up in South Africa. Her debut novel, Sweet Medicine, won the 2016 K. Sello Duiker
Literary Award. She is the founding editor of Vanguard Magazine. Her work has appeared in
publications including the Guardian, Die Ziet, and the New York Times. Chigumadzi is currently
studying for a PhD at Harvard. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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TrouillotSilencing the Past: Power and the Production of HistoryI‘Mudzimu waivepiko, mudzimu
mukuru isu tichi-netseka?’The Jairos Jiri Band asks this of me as I listen to them over my iPhone
speaker. Where was our ancestor spirit, our great ancestor, while we were suffering? Someone
had just sent their song ‘Take Cover’ to one of the many WhatsApp groups keeping me updated
with the latest in fake and genuine news of what was happening in Zimbabwe. The day before
we had seen the videos of tanks moving on the outskirts of Harare after army chief Constantino
Chiwenga denounced Robert Mugabe’s sacking of then Vice-President Emmerson Mnangagwa.
My friends in Zimbabwe told me about the gunfire they heard. By the morning we had all seen
the shaky recordings of the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC) announcement in which
Major General Sibusiso Busi Moyo declared that the army had taken over. Apparently it was not
a coup. Mugabe was safe. They were ‘only targeting criminals around him’. The army was merely
safeguarding the revolution, lest it be betrayed.When I forward the clip of ‘Take Cover’ to my
friend, she in turn shares her recordings of the Chimurenga music playing on ZBC that morning.
She says she is feeling patriotic. Apparently, so are a number of other Zimbabweans on my
Twitter timeline.Zimbabwe has had many versions of history. The history of this moment, that
some are already beginning to tell, is that this is the ‘Fourth Chimurenga’.As I listen to the Jairos
Jiri Band, I am unsteady. Mugabe’s impending removal feels as if the bottom half of one of
Zimbabwe’s famous granite balancing rocks is being dislodged while we are still sitting on top of
it. Where we are, suspended perilously above the ground, is not good, but where are we going to
fall? What are we going to fall onto?There are many questions and I am looking for answers. The
kind of answers that slip past the facts of history books or analyses by pundits and experts.
Answers that are not party politics. That are not Zimbabwe African National Union – Patriotic
Front (ZANU–PF), or Zimbabwe African People’s Union (ZAPU) or the Movement for Democratic



Change (MDC). Answers that are not Cecil John Rhodes, Ian Smith, Joshua Nkomo, Robert
Mugabe, Morgan Tsvangirai or Emmerson Mnangagwa, or any other Big Men in the history of
the nation. Instead, the answers I need are answers to politics that are about how we live, hope,
dream, cry, laugh, pray and believe. As I search, I realize that if I want different answers, I need
different questions. The kind that the Jairos Jiri Band is asking: ‘Where was our ancestor spirit,
our great ancestor, while we were suffering?’In the midst of the confusion, I turn to a more
familiar song: Thomas Mapfumo’s ‘Mhondoro’. My Shona is proficient but not literary. The long-
exiled Mapfumo, whose lyrics are less ambiguous in their revolutionary message, should have
been far easier for me to understand. He had not really featured in our household, despite the
fact that he, along with family favourite, Oliver Mtukudzi, played music based on the mbira
dzevadzimu, the mbira of the ancestors, an instrument of the Shona people, discouraged from
being played by both missionaries and the Rhodesian state. The colonizers were right. They
recognized that the mbira is dangerous – a mouth through which spirits can stir up their people.I
had ‘discovered’ Mapfumo on my own in the last few years. His Greatest Hits album is in my car,
so I look for him on YouTube. In the video I often play, we hear Mapfumo’s deep bass explaining
the song before it starts. This song, like many songs of the mbira, is one that is used for
communication between the living and the dead. When it is sung, the ancestors, communicating
through the spirit mediums, tell the living what they should know about the past, present and
future.As a people who believe that a person is both flesh and spirit and lives on after death, we
often commune with our ancestors, but it is especially in times of crisis and need that we look to
them for answers about ourselves. Answers that fall outside the categories of birth and death,
that move with and against time, that collapse time, that are of and outside a place, that perhaps
only a mudzimu, a familial ancestor spirit, or a mhondoro, a royal ancestor spirit, can
provide.Singing as if he is witnessing a spirit medium being possessed by an ancestor,
Mapfumo declares that Zimbabwe is the land of the mhondoro. Those who fought in the
Chimurenga looked to the royal ancestral spirits to guide and lead them. This is how the war was
won. In his words, I can feel I am closer to the heart of what defines our people, a deeper truth
that eludes news reports and punditry.In my search for the questions to ask in order to
understand these events, there is one statement that keeps coming back to me: ‘Mapfupa angu
achapfuka.’ My bones will rise again.27 April 1898. It is the answer that the spirit medium of the
ancestor Mbuya Nehanda, who had lived in the Mazowe Valley of north-east Zimbabwe, gave
when she faced the question posed by the noose in vicious response to her spiritual and military
leadership of the Ndebele-Shona uprisings of 1896–97 against Cecil John Rhodes’ Pioneer
Column. The First ‘Chimurenga’ as it is known in chiShona. ‘Umvukela’ in isiNdebele. She knew
that the noose did not question her alone; it questioned and mocked us all. ‘Look, your great
spirit mediums are just flesh and blood. Where is the spirit now?’ Her answer, before the noose
took her breath, was simple. My bones will rise again. The fire of these words was shut up in the
bones that were buried in an unmarked grave. Bones that go into the earth and rise again and
again. For decades, the embers of her bones would burn in resistance.28 April 1966. A farm in



Chinhoyi, northern Zimbabwe. Almost seventy years and a day since Mbuya Nehanda was
buried in an unmarked grave. The fire of her bones was finally released in the barrel of the guns
held by the Chinhoyi Seven: David Guzuzu. Arthur Maramba. Christopher Chatambudza. Simon
Chingozha Nyandoro. Godfrey Manyerenyere. Godwin Dube. Chubby Savanhu. Theirs was the
first salvo fired against Ian Smith’s Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI). It was the first
strike by the military wing of ZANU against Rhodesia’s stubborn clinging onto white minority-rule
– even as the winds of change, inaugurating majority-ruled states, were blowing across the
African continent. Smith’s men, the Rhodesian Army, overwhelmed the Chinhoyi Seven on that
farm. All seven dead. New bones for the earth.13 August 1967. The next salvo would be
released in Hwange Game Reserve in western Zimbabwe. ZAPU’s military wing combined
forces with fighters from South Africa, the African National Congress’s (ANC’s) military wing, for
their joint campaign against the settler minority regimes in South Africa and Rhodesia. Smith’s
men intercepted members of the eighty-man-strong campaign and the first of many battles
began. Over the next month, clashes claimed even more lives. Bones for the earth.The Chinhoyi
and Hwange conflagrations would blaze into the Second Chimurenga of the 1970s. As that
revolutionary fire spread throughout the country, the spirit medium of Mbuya Nehanda, then
living in Dande Valley in north-western Zimbabwe, would guide the comrades.Bones conjure up
a numerical inversion of dates. Colonization in 1890. Independence in 1980. Zimbabwe arrives.
Bones continue to rattle with fire, but few will hear them. These are the 1980s. We are busy
shouting the praises of new roads, schools and hospitals. Swords are turning into ploughshares
as we are flattering each other with reconciliatory rhetoric between Black and White. We will deal
with land later. Guns are rattling in Matabeleland and the Midlands, thousands are dead for their
‘dissidentry’. But elsewhere in the land we cannot hear them. We are renaming buildings and
streets and aircraft after our ancestral spirits but we will not listen to the bones.Then come the
1990s. We are weighed down by an economic downturn. Structural Adjustment Programmes.
Organized labour and civil society protesting price increases and job losses. War veterans
demanding compensation, including pensions and land. We go profit and adventure seeking in
the Democratic Republic of Congo’s war. These are the 2000s. We are now taking over the land
that was promised to us. This is the Third Chimurenga. Hyper-inflation and economic free fall.
2008. Violence and vote rigging. A government of national unity is patched together. Some
economic reprieve. 2013. We are back to the same. The years go by as we fight just to survive.
We can barely hear ourselves through the noise of our daily struggles.What has happened to us?
It has been a few years since I came to realize that neither the questions nor the answers I need
will come from the places I usually search. Party-political answers cannot tell you enough about
my people and what has brought us to this place. In search of those answers, I must lower my
eyes from the heights of Big Men who have created a history that does not know little people, let
alone little women, except as cannon fodder.For a long time I have wanted to listen to my
paternal grandmother, Mbuya Lilian Chigumadzi, talk about her life. I have lived in South Africa
since I was three, so time, distance and language have been barriers. I took time for granted. All



of a sudden it was taken away from me. The earth pulled me down as my grandmother’s bones
were taken into the ground. She is buried on 8 October 2017. I cannot be there to witness it but I
feel the weight of her interred bones from thousands of kilometres away. The dislocation I have
felt all these years comes in its full force to destabilize me. The only way I can bear the weight is
to remember bones that go into the earth and rise again and again. I have to remember that my
family and I may have lost her physical presence, but we have also gained an ancestor spirit, a
mudzimu.15 November 2017. Just over a month later, my sense of dislocation is heightened as
we are suddenly being liberated from Mugabe’s rule by the very military that supported him for
almost four decades. I cannot believe that it is happening. Believe it, some say. This is the Fourth
Chimurenga. All fourteen days of it. Politics comes at you fast.In this moment of great upheaval,
who has time to listen? I have to still the world around me. There is much confusion and much
noise, so I struggle to hear the bones of Mbuya Nehanda and Mbuya Chigumadzi rattling in my
heart. I have to still myself, make myself steady, so I can listen, so I can hear what these spirits
have to say.IIAt the foot of a hill behind the musha, the homestead, belonging to my great-
grandfather, Sekuru Ifayi Dzumbira, there is San rock art painted on granite outcrops, etched in
vivid reds and brown. Hundreds, if not thousands, of years old, the images painted here are
older than Zimbabwe.It is 26 December 2017. We have driven almost 70 km from my maternal
grandmother Mbuya Beneta Chiganze’s home in Gandiya village of Makoni District. Our visit is
to my late paternal grandmother Mbuya Lilian Chigumadzi’s surviving relatives living in Mutare,
Zimbabwe’s fourth-largest city, located in the eastern highlands, on the border with
Mozambique.We begin 20 km outside of Mutare in Dora Dombo, a ruzheva, or what used to be
called a ‘native reserve’. This was where my father had always known his maternal grandfather
Sekuru Ifayi Dzumbira to live and so he had assumed this to have been ‘kumusha kwaMbuya
Chigumadzi’, her ancestral home. The homestead is tucked into a valley surrounded by towering
granite mountains. As we approach Sekuru’s home, my father points to the adjacent mountain: ‘It
used to be said that there was a njuzu that lived on top of it.’ As the surviving children of my
great-grandfather’s second wife show us to Sekuru Ifayi’s grave at the foot of a set of hills, they
confirm that the menacing water spirit is still there. They know, because whenever rain is about
to fall, it is always preceded by the sight of smoke at the top of the mountain where there is a
stream. They take us to the cave-like rock overhang, just behind the homestead, under which
Sekuru Ifayi practised his profession as an iron smelter. We pose for pictures with the remnants
of his tools and implements.Together, the imposing granite rocks on which the age-old art stood
and under which my great-grandfather carried out his traditional blacksmithery would have made
the perfect foundation for an origin story. A rock-solid monument to the past on which to stake
my family’s claim to Zimbabwe and its history.My own struggle for history begins in dislocation.
Having grown up in South Africa, away from my extended family, I’ve always been at a physical
remove from my culture. The kind of ‘loss’ of heritage that I experienced is maybe best
understood through my relationship to my mother tongue. At some point, my brother and I had
‘forgotten’ Shona. I couldn’t tell you how exactly it happened. It felt a swift and painless process: I



arrived at my predominantly white pre-school in the South African coastal city of Durban not
speaking a word of English and, within a short amount of time, I could barely speak any Shona,
despite my parents speaking it at home.By the time I was a pre-adolescent child, Zimbabwe was
dipping into crisis. Since independence in 1980, the government had been under pressure to
deracialize an economy firmly invested in the domestic white landowning class allied with
international capital. By 2000, liberation war veterans were fed up with the government’s refusal
to shake up an agricultural sector dominated by 4,500 mostly white large-scale commercial
farmers. Over that year’s Easter weekend the war veterans staged a carefully organized
campaign, seeing 170,000 families occupy 3,000 white-owned farms. Initially opposing the
move, the increasingly unpopular ZANU–PF government backed the war veterans, sanctioning
the chaos that Shona-speaking Zimbabweans refer to as jambanja that would characterize the
Fast Track Land Reform Programme’s initial stages. The jambanja spread to the economy too as
inflation began to rise, the currency became worthless, and queues outside supermarkets,
banks, fuel stations, hospitals and workplaces became longer and longer. Living in Polokwane,
220 km from Beitbridge, which soon became the busiest of all the continent’s border posts, we
felt the effects of this crisis keenly. Every other weekend relatives would stay over to stockpile
groceries unavailable on the shelves back home and the town was inundated by poorer ‘border
jumpers’ who were illegally crossing the wide Limpopo River into South Africa to god-knows-
what fortune. I was now being called a ‘kwerekwere’, a pejorative for black foreigners, at
school.The stories we found in books and listened to from the mouths of my parents as we
made frequent journeys back home held me as steady as they could against the onslaught of
the dislocation. My maternal grandfather Sekuru Douglas Chiganze, or ‘Teacher Chiganze’, a
primary school teacher, would often buy us Shona school readers. More than just basic literacy,
this was a way for me to get to read and hear some of the stories and fables that my
grandmothers would have told me had I grown up with them close by. Long before I had the
consciousness to buy and eventually write my own stories, this was my first interaction with the
literature of my country.Ihave not been the only one to struggle for a hold on history. Having gone
through the trauma of one of the continent’s most bitter liberation wars, Zimbabwe is a country
that has come to be defined by struggle: over independence, over land, over citizenship, over
the ‘authentic nation’. Central to all this is the struggle over history.Over the centuries there have
been many official versions. In the colonial imagination, history proper: that is, the history of
Europeans in Africa, begins with the British colonial encounter in 1890. And because their
violent occupation of land met with resistance by the Africans in the region, British settlers had
to justify their right of conquest by creative means.Within that realm, Wilbur Smith, that great
chronicler of the White Man’s Burden in Africa, was arguably at his finest in his 1972 novel, The
Sunbird. In it, Smith narrates the allegory of Great Zimbabwe as his protagonists, South African
archaeologists, ‘discover’ an abandoned ancient city named Opet, which they believe to have
been founded by ‘fair-skinned, golden-haired warriors from across the sea, who mined the gold,
enslaved the indigenous tribes and flourished for hundreds of years’. Initially, the evidence points



to founders of ‘obscure Bantu origin’, but eventually the truth is revealed that the founders were
Phoenicians from Carthage. The fabulous Opet had once been the centre of a great civilization
which included Zimbabwe and many other towns, which had met its downfall around 450 AD
when it was destroyed by black invaders.Disappointing in its unoriginality, Smith’s narrative plot
was just the sort of myth rife in the Rhodesian imagination. If the conquest of ‘unoccupied’ land
along with the minerals beneath it and people on top of it was justified through the terra nullius
principle, then the settlers also imagined the history of the land and people they conquered as a
no-man’s land.Time and history were colonized so that they acquired a new racial dimension:
the natives they ruled over were backward, ahistorical, primitive tribesmen who were, in effect,
out of time. The settlers mapped out an imaginary space in which Africans, made up of docile
Shona people terrorized by the cruel damnable race of Ndebele, became part of the hostile
natural environment that had to be conquered for the development of a civilized white man’s
country that would take on the name of Rhodesia. In this battle for time and history, the ancient
civilization of Great Zimbabwe built out of the landscape’s granite stones was a thorn in the side
of the Rhodesian settlers, who defended their right of conquest on the grounds that the very
same native tribesmen whose ancestors had built the city had only recently come down from out
of the trees.
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Charlie, “A must read!. This collection of essays by Panashe, triggered by the marches that
precipitated the ousting of Robert Mugabe as president / dictator of Zimbabwe. Panashe
discusses the Chimurenga, uprisings, that have risen up throughout what is now called
Zimbabwe’s history of fighting to protect their land to get it back from the Colonisers and
Tyranny.It took me a while to get into the book, but by page 60 I was hooked. Reading about the
history that I was clueless about, from a country I have visited several times and that borders my
current home, was shameful. It highlights not only the political and historical events from the first
encounter with the British, but also the spiritual linkages to mediums that Zimbabweans believe
re-incarnate every so often and then lead the next Chimurenga. If you’ve ever watch Avatar the
last Airbender, I kept thinking about that in this context.Panashe also highlights the
Gukurahundi, the massacre of the Ndebele in Zimbabwe between 1982 and 1987. The traumas
meted onto Zimbabweans by Zimbabweans that is never spoken about and it made me think
about how I have interacted with Ndebele Zimbabweans who may be survivors of that violence
without knowing it.Panashe also highlights the important role that women play in being
custodians of history, depicts us being written out of it, it is another book that highlights the
importance of us collecting our history from our parents, especially out mothers.Read this if you
live in Southern Africa, if you like historical non-fiction, if you ever made a comment about Robert
Mugabe, if you know a Zimbabwean or have visited Zimbabwe or live / d there.”

julian meekins, “Five Stars. a great read”

nana k, “Well written perspectives on the spiritual aspects of the Chimurenga and Mbuya
Nehanda. I liked the book in the ways the author wrote about the spirtual aspects of the
Chimurengas.I appreciate the perspectives. I find the author covering several themes in the book
which made it a good read and opened the way for several discussions in my book club.”

Roz, “Fab. Fab”
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